


CONTROLLER INSTRUCTION
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Press and hold any of memory buttons (1,2,3 or 4) until you hear a
beep.Release the button,and this position height will be stored in me-
mory.When the working height of memory needs to be used,press the
memory position button and the desk will automatically adjust to the
memory height.
Note:This standing desk has 4 different height memories.The memory
positions stored are still valid after power off.You can use the up and
down buttons to adjust the standing desk to the height you need to
work.

Memory Height

Trouble shooting Guide:
If your standing desk does not work properly,you may need to reset it.
If any error codes appears,you need to reset it.
If it still does not work after the reset,please contact us for more help.
Maintenance and Consideration:
1.During daily maintenance,use a clean soft cloth to remove surface dust.Do not use a wet
cloth or hard material to wipe the surface of the table.
2.Avoid contacting the surface with acid-based chemicals.
3.For slight scratches,gentle wipe with a soft cloth,you can smooth out scratches.Avoid
attaching tape directly to the outer surface of the metal feet to prevent paint from peeling.
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 RESET Setting
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Switch Display- Press2 times“V”when the desk at the lowest position to switch cm to inch.

Method1:Press and hold           and“V”buttons on the handset 
atthe same time for 4 seconds,it shows“000”,until you hear 
thebeep release the buttons.The desk will go down slowly 
automatically(it will have a rebound and rise about 5cm)until 
it shows“69”and you hear the beep,the reset is successful.
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pay attention don't tighten the screws using for fix 
desktops&frames at first  to make room for your 
adjustment
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pay attention the thin side of sync 
rod need to inserted into the leg 
without motor firstly,and then fix the 
other side,rotate it with strength to 
adapt the pre-bulit rod.Finally,tighten 
the screws ofthe sync rod.
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lockable wheel can be replaced

pay attention⑧ should  on the same horizontal plane,
if not, use your hands press them
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pay attention 2 holes need to face the ground 

pay attention this hole need to face electric motor
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Note: The horizontal bar on the Iron Connector should be perpendicular to the seam of the table panel splice

  
Note:Two more wooden rods in the accessory bag
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Lockable wheel×4 pcs
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Hexagon bar×1pcs
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